In this paper, we investigate the capacity of a known interference channel, where a transmitter sends information to a receiver in the presence of a block-fading interference link, and the receiver knows the interference data but not the channel gain of the interference link. An upper bound and a lower bound for the capacity of this known interference channel are derived. Specifically, the capacity lower bound is achieved by a blind known interference cancellation (BKIC) scheme, which can remove the interference without the knowledge of the interference channel gain. We further show that the achievable lower bound of BKIC can approach the upper bound in high SNR regime. Our results show that the lack of the knowledge of the channel gain of the interfering link causes only a small fractional loss of degrees of freedom (capacity prelog).
I. INTRODUCTION
I N many wireless communication systems, the interference from other transmitters is a main factor that limits the capacity. Such channels where receivers are interfered by nonintended signals from other transmitters are referred to as interference channels. Although interference channels have been studied intensively, most prior work assumed that the receiver does not have any information about the interference (see [1] - [3] and the references therein). In this work we study a different class of interference channels, where the data (information) contained in the interfering signals is known at the receiver a priori during the decoding process. We refer to this class of interference channels as known interference channels.
Known interference channels are widely encountered in wireless networks [4] , especially in heterogeneous networks consisting of multiple systems such as macro-cell and pico-cell [5] , [6] . In general, known interference channels can be divided into two categories: direct and indirect known interference channels. The first category corresponds to the settings where the interference data is obtained by direct means. For example in physical-layer network coding systems, the signal transmitted from a relay to a receiver may contain self-information of that receiver, superimposed with the intended information from another source node. Being self-information, the data in such "interference" is known a priori [7] , [8] . As another example, in a full-duplex wireless system the receiver may receive two kinds of signals, an intended signal transmitted from the other node and an interfering signal transmitted from itself (self-interference) [9] , [10] . Apparently, the data in this selfinterference signal is known at the same node a priori. Such self-interference is also discussed in many scenarios of recent 3GPP specifications, such as coordinated multi-point (CoMP) network, relay network, device to device (D2D) network, and heterogeneous networks [6] , [11] . One specific instance is the scenario with interfering common reference signal (CRS), where the signal received by a pico-cell node may be interfered by the common reference signal simultaneously transmitted from a macro-cell node [12] . Such interference can be considered as self-interference, because the common reference signal is also known at the pico-cell node a priori.
The second category of known interference channels corresponds to indirect known interference channels. In this scenario, the interference data is initially unknown to the receiver, however, the interference data can be estimated by the receiver at a certain point of time and can be used as known interference data after that. This is very common for the successive interference cancellation (SIC) decoding, during which the interference data is first estimated and then the interference signal is removed by using the known interference data [13] - [15] . More detailed application scenarios of the known interference channel can be found in Section V.
In this paper, we focus on the direct known interference channels. Specifically, we are interested in the setting where the channel gain associated with interference link is unknown while the interference data is assumed known. Although the knowninterference channel is pervasive in wireless communications systems, little attention is drawn on this aspect in the literature. In most of the theoretical works on the interference channel, the channel estimation is usually assumed to be perfect, which suggests that the interference signal can then be easily removed if the interference data is also known [8] . However, in reality it is difficult to obtain accurate channel estimation from mixed signals (target signal and interference) [16] . With this challenge as a starting point, we proposed a blind known interference cancellation (BKIC) scheme that does not require the channel gain of the interfering link in [17] . In this paper, we derive the achievable rate of the BKIC scheme. Specifically a matrix formulation is proposed for each step of the scheme process. A capacity upper bound of the known interference channel is also derived, which matches the achievable rate of the BKIC scheme in the high SNR regime. The results show that the BKIC scheme strictly outperforms the traditional scheme in the capacity performance sense. Note that in the traditional scheme, the channel gain of the interfering link is estimated first from the received signal, to remove the interference with the knowledge of the known interference data. The sub-optimality of the traditional scheme is due to the imperfection of channel estimation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model of the known interference channel. Section III reformulates the BKIC scheme in a matrix form. Section IV provides the achievable rate of BKIC and the capacity upper bound of the known interference channel, with some proof details shown in the appendices. Section V discusses the potentials of this work. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. KNOWN INTERFERENCE CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we present the mathematical formulation for the known interference channel. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , we consider a known interference channel, where a transmitter sends information to a receiver in the presence of a block-fading interference link, and where the receiver knows the interference data but not the channel gain of the interference link. A practical system model is shown in Fig. 1 , corresponding to a wireless relay channel. In this wireless relay channel, the information from the macro base station (BS) to the destination (pico-UE) is delivered in two phases. In the first phase, the BS transmits its data to the relay node through a backhaul channel. In the second phase, the relay forwards the data to the destination pico-UE (user equipment); at the same time, a macro-UE transmits its data to the BS through the same channel. As a result, the BS receives a superimposition of the packet from the relay and the packet from the macro-UE. The goal of the BS is to decode the data sent from the macro-UE, in the presence of the known interference transmitted from the relay.
At the receiver (BS), the k-th received symbol in the baseband can be expressed as 1
is the k-th signal from the transmitter (macro-UE) 2 ; z[k] is the k-th interfering signal that is assumed to be known at the receiver; h[k] is the channel coefficient for the interfering link at the k-th symbol, and h[k] is assumed to be constant within a block of T symbols time but varying between different blocks in an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) manner with complex Gaussian distribution CN (0, 1); P x and P z are the received signal powers for the intended signal and interfering signal, respectively; and n[k] is the complex Gaussian noise at the receiver with distribution CN (0, σ 2 ). We assume the normalized power constraint of the input signal as E|x[k]| 2 ≤ 1. Without loss of generality, N, T, N/T are assumed to be integers.
We assume that the known interference z[k] for different k are i.i.d., with normalized power constraint as E|z[k]| 2 = 1. Although z[k] is known when canceling the interference, its distribution (corresponding to the modulation scheme in real system) will also affect the capacity performance. Our paper focuses on the known interference channel capacity with worst case distribution of z [k] .
From (1) a column vector form of input-output relation can be expressed as
where r [r [1] , r [2] , [1] , z [2] , · · · , z[N ]] T , and h [h [1] , h [2] , · · · , h[N ]] T are the length-N vector form of r, x, z, n. diag(·) denotes the diagonal matrix expanded with the given vector. Throughout the paper, we use bold lowercase letters to denote vectors and use the corresponding regular lowercase letters to denote elements of the vectors. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the known interference channel is defined as
Although simple, the model is general enough to capture various practical communication scenarios. For example, even if the symbols of the target signal and interference signal were not aligned in time, the receiver could first synchronize to the interference signal during the interference cancellation process; after that, the receiver re-synchronizes to the target signal during the signal detection process. If there is a carrier frequency offset between the known interference and target signal, the receiver can also synchronize to the carrier frequency of the interference first and then to the carrier frequency of the target signal next in the two successive processes. 2 As will be presented shortly, our BKIC algorithm does not require the knowledge of the channel gain associated with x. Thus, the associated channel coefficient is assumed to be 1 and it is unchanged during the whole packet length N . and the power ratio between the intended signal and the interference is defined as
Let W denote the transmitted message, uniformly chosen from a message set with cardinality 2 NR , where R(f x , f z , T, ρ, γ) is the channel code rate. The rate R is achievable if there is an encoding function to map each message to x and there is another decoding function to map each received signal r, as well as the known interference information, to a transmitted message asŴ , such that the average error probability P r [W = W ] goes to zero when N goes large.
We now define the capacity of the known interference channel, which only depends on the interference channel coherence time T , the SNR γ and the power ratio ρ. The capacity is independent of the input target signal distribution f x and the input interference signal distribution f z . We assume that the transmitter does not have any information on the interference. It selects the distribution f x to maximize the target signal rate without considering the distribution of the interference. On the other hand, the interference is beyond the control of the transceiver, thus the worst case interference sequence, z, is of interest.
The capacity of known interference channel in this paper is defined as
As will be shown later on, the best distribution for x[k] is Gaussian distribution. On the other hand, the worst distribution for interference z[k] is any distribution that have constant total power for each block, which is different from the intuition that Gaussian distributed interference is the worst.
III. BKIC IN A MATRIX FORM
From (1) 3 To overcome the channel estimation difficulty, we proposed the blind known interference cancellation scheme (BKIC) in [17] to cancel the known interference without the need for channel estimation. BKIC has near optimal performance. In this section, we reformulate it in matrix form for further insight and capacity derivation.
For the simple illustration of our BKIC scheme, we here consider a simple setting where each z[k] is a phase-shift keying (PSK) signal, with constant power modulation (CPM), for all k. The scheme for the general case of z[k] is described in Section IV-C.
A. Basic Idea of BKIC
Our BKIC process is divided into two steps: 1) interference cancellation; 2) target signal recovery. In the following, we focus on the k-th symbol in one data block when describing the details of BKIC processing.
1)
Step 1-Interference Cancellation: Let us first preequalize the received signal to change the known interference into an all-one sequence. Since the interference z[k] is a known PSK signal with unit power (constant power modulation assumption), we can divide both sides of (1) by
Since there is a one-to-one mapping between x[k] and x [k], our target is to recover x [k] hereafter in this section. By subtracting each symbol from the previous symbol, we can cancel the known interference as follows:
where
With our assumption of block fading, Δ[k] = 0 within one data block, and it is the difference of two random Gaussian variables between two adjacent blocks. Although the first step in (5) cancels the interference part, it also distorts the target signal and doubles the noise. We next introduce a critical step to recover the target signal.
2)
Step 2-Target Signal Recovery: This step aims to recover x [k] from all the post-processed T − 1 symbols y within one data block. We will first treat x [k] + n [k] rather than x [k] as the target signal to be obtained. Once x [k] + n [k] is obtain, we can then estimate x [k] using the traditional point-to-point communication method. The recovery of x [k] + n [k] based on the observed samples in one data block, y, can be expressed as a function of f giving in the following:
where w[k] is the residual interference due to incompletely removal of the known interference. In [17] , we proposed a real valued belief propagation scheme to recover the signal optimally. For simplicity, we use bold lowercase letters with superscripts , such as y , x , n and r , to denote vectors for a current block, and let h[k] = h be the interference channel for a current block, corresponding to the symbol index k = T + 1, T + 2, · · · , ( + 1)T for ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · }.
B. Matrix Form of BKIC
We now formulate the BKIC scheme in a matrix form. Doing so provides insights that lead to more efficient signal recover algorithms. Importantly, the matrix formulation allows us to derive an achievable rate, as will be shown shortly.
In the above Step 1, the processed channel outputs of (5) within a block, for k = T + 1, T + 2, · · · , ( + 1)T and for ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · }, can be written in a matrix form as
where e is a all-one length-T vector and the (T − 1) × T interference cancellation matrix Q is given by
Step 2 is equivalent to recovering the vector x from y . A number of different recovery schemes that guarantee no information loss can be applied here. An example is the realvalued belief propogation scheme in [17] . Different from the treatment in [17] , this paper transforms (7) into a standard multiple input and multiple output (MIMO) form to exploit the MIMO detection schemes to recover x .
First, applying standard SVD decomposition on matrix Q, Q = USV , we can rewrite (7) as
and an all-zero vector in the last column, and V is a T × T unitary matrix. Multiplying U * , the conjugate transpose of U , on both sides of (7), we obtain
where n V n is a new Gaussian noise vector with the same distribution as n . Let V 1 be the matrix V with the last row removed. Since the last column of S contains zeros only, we have SV = S 1 V 1 . Letñ be the length-(T − 1) vector, a new version of vector n with last element removed. At this point, we can write (9) as
Multiplying the inverse of the full rank diagonal matrix S 1 on both sides of (10), we can obtain
The above equation is equivalent to a standard MIMO channel with T transmit antennas and T − 1 receive antennas, where V 1 is the effective channel matrix andñ is the effective Gaussian noise. With formulation (11), general MIMO detection algorithms can then be used to estimate x from y . These algorithms include optimal sphere detection [18] , space-time trellis decoding (in traditional MIMO system) [19] , and suboptimal zero forcing detection. The K-best Schnorr-Euchner algorithm with low complexity and low power consumption can also be used to achieve the near optimal performance [20] . Unless otherwise stated, the term BKIC is used to refer to schemes associated with optimal recovering algorithms (i.e., algorithms that guarantee no information loss in the recovery process).
In Appendix B, we present a straightforward but suboptimal recovery scheme using the above matrix formalism. This suboptimal scheme corresponds to the traditional KIC scheme. Note that the matrix Q is a fixed matrix and the MIMO channel in (10) is the same for any interference data. Therefore, any processing related to matrix Q can be calculated offline.
IV. ON THE CAPACITY OF KNOWN INTERFERENCE CHANNEL
In this section, we analyze the capacity of the knowninterference channel as defined in (3). In particular, we first present a tight upper bound for the capacity. Then, we calculate the achievable rate of the proposed BKIC scheme, which can approach the upper bound. For comparison purpose, we also present the achievable rate of the traditional cancellation scheme.
A. Upper Bounds
This part provides a tight upper bound for the capacity of the known-interference channel. Before that, let us first review a straightforward upper bound. In the known-interference channel, if the channel coefficient of the interference h[k] is perfectly known, the interference can be exactly reconstructed and completely removed by simple subtraction. Then, the remaining signal is a traditional point-to-point channel without any interference. Thus, a straightforward upper bound is given by
For simplicity, we omit the subscript 2 in log 2 hereafter.
As will be shown, this upper bound is not tight, especially in the high SNR regime. We now present a tighter upper bound of the known interference channel capacity.
Theorem 1: The capacity of the known-interference channel is upper-bounded by
The detailed proof of this upper bound can be found in Appendix A. In the proof, we first argue that Gaussian distributed x maximizes the target rate. On the other hand, the rate is minimized by interference with fixed total interference power in each block.
From (13) we note that, the first term of the upper bound is independent of the interference power P z , while the second term depends on P z and is much smaller compared to the first term in the high SNR regime or in the long block length T regime. Specifically, when P z or T tends to infinity, the second term approaches zero. This upper bound reveals that, although increasing the interference power will degrade the capacity of known interference channel, its effect is limited.
When all the power of the interference concentrates on one symbol in each block, the upper bound in (13) can be achieved directly. However, in the general case with finite T and γ, the upper bound in (13) cannot be achieved exactly even by the best known scheme BKIC.
B. Achievable Rate With Traditional KIC
Before treating BKIC, let us first present the achievable rate using the traditional KIC scheme. For traditional KIC with least-square channel estimation, the residual interference due to channel estimation error is treated as pure noise and the achievable rate is as follows:
With reference to (50) in Appendix C, we can easily obtain the SINR of the traditional KIC scheme with CPM interference as the worst case. The detailed derivation can be found in Appendix C. 4 In (14), the signal power P x appears not only in the numerator but also in the denominator of (T −1)P x P x +T σ 2 because the target signal is regarded as Gaussian noise when estimating the interference channel coefficient.
Remark 1: The achievable rate of the traditional KIC approaches log(T ) as the SNR γ goes to infinity. Note that log(T ) is a constant independent of the system SNR. More specifically, the degrees of freedom 5 of the known-interference channel using the traditional KIC processing is zero. In other words, as the SNR goes to infinity, there is a infinite gap between the achievable rate of the traditional KIC and the upper bound.
Remark 2: The achievable rate of the traditional scheme in (14) approaches the upper bound C u , when the SNR is fixed and the block length T goes to infinity. This means that the traditional KIC scheme is near optimal with very large block length (coherent time). 4 In Appendix D, we present another popular cancellation scheme with coordinated orthogonal training sequence. Even without accounting for the cost of coordination, the achievable rate is still strictly less than the rate of BKIC. 5 Degrees of freedom is defined as a prelog factor of the rate in the high SNR regime. For a rate expressed as
log SNR = 0, then the corresponding degrees of freedom is d.
C. Achievable Rate With BKIC
We now derive the achievable rate of the proposed BKIC scheme. With optimal signal recovery in BKIC, we have the following closed form achievable rate.
Theorem 2: For BKIC, the achievable rate is
which is achieved with Gaussian distributed x and is independent of the interference distribution. Proof: We first prove this theorem for the case where z[k] = 0, ∀k.
In (4), if we did not perform the divide-by-z[k] preprocessing, then the corresponding matrix Q in (7) would be
It is easy to verify that matrix Q has full row rank. Then, the processing from (8) to (11) can also be applied to obtain the standard MIMO form as in (11) . It is easy to verify that the noise termñ is independent of the signal x. Moreover, the effective channel state information (CSI) V 1 is not known to the transmitter even if it knew the real channel h x , because V 1 depends on the interference information z. The capacity of the MIMO channel without channel state information at the transmitter side as in (11) is well established [18] , [21] . It is
where I m denotes the m × m identity matrix, the signal x has Gaussian distribution and it is independent of the interference distribution. The second equality in (15) is obtained by noting that the rows of V 1 are orthogonal with each other. As the packet length N goes to infinity, the MIMO capacity in (15) is achievable. Therefore, the achievable rate per symbol with BKIC is
We now prove this theorem for the case that some interference symbols z[k] have zero value. Without loss of generality, we assume the last m interference symbols have zero power, i.e., z[k] = 0, k = T − m + 1, T − m + 2, . . . , T . Then, the receiver only performs BKIC cancellation scheme for the first T − m symbols, and we can obtain a sum rate of (T − m − 1) log(1 + γ) as in (16) . For the last m symbols, there is no interference and we can obtain a sum rate of m log(1 + γ). As a result, the per symbol mutual information is also
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
In (16) , the 1/T pre-log loss is due to the unknown of the interference channel, which is similar as the unknown channel penalty as in [22] . More specifically, recall the BKIC processing in a block. There is some information loss in Step 1 by transforming the T received symbol into T − 1 symbols. Since there is no information loss in Step 2, we can expect to obtain (T − 1) log(1 + γ) information finally for one block. By comparing the two achievable rates in (14) and (16), we have the following corollary.
Corollary: For the known interference channel, the achievable rate with BKIC scheme is always larger than that with the traditional KIC scheme as long as T > 1.
Proof: Both functions R t and R BKIC are increasing as γ is increasing. However, their increasing rates are different, and the difference is
which means that R BKIC increases faster than R t when the SNR γ increases. Therefore, R t /R BKIC achieves the largest value as γ goes to zero. According to the L'Hopital's rule, we have
which implies that R t /R BKIC is always less than 1 for nonzero SNR. Therefore, we can conclude that R BKIC is always larger than R t . Moreover, the gap between R BKIC and the traditional rate R t goes to infinity as SNR increases, because
This completes the proof. Remark 3: As SNR goes to infinity, the achievable rate of BKIC also goes to infinity, for any given value of T . Specifically, the degrees of freedom of the BKIC scheme is 1 − 1/T , while the degrees of freedom of the traditional KIC scheme is zero.
D. Capacity in High SNR Regime
We now discuss the relation between the achievable rate R BKIC and the upper bound C u in the high SNR regime (with infinite P x and finite σ 2 ). The gap between C u and R BKIC can be expressed as
We first discuss the high SNR and high interference regime. When P z increases faster than P x (ρ goes to zero), the gap in (17) goes to zero. In other words, R BKIC approaches the upper bound C u . When P z and P x are scaled at the same order (ρ is constant), the gap is upper bounded by 1/T log(1 + ρ/T ), which is a constant and can be negligible compared to R BKIC . When P x increases faster than P z (ρ is infinite), the gap is upper bounded by 1/T log(1 + ρ), which is non-negligible compared to R BKIC in this case (lim ρ,P x ,→∞
. We now discuss the high SNR and low interference regime. When P z is finite or P z goes to 0, the gap in (17) is 1 T log(1 + γ). Note that, when P z goes to 0, we can simply ignore the known interference in this case and can easily achieve a rate approaching the upper bound log(1 + γ). In other words, BKIC is suboptimal when the interference power is very small. Therefore, we obtain the following conclusion.
Theorem 3: In the high SNR and high interference regime, when ρ goes to zero, R BKIC approaches the upper bound C u of known interference channel with a vanishing gap; when ρ is a constant, R BKIC /C u approaches 1; while ρ goes to infinity, R BKIC /C u is more than 1 − 1/T . In the high SNR and low interference regime (P z is finite or P z goes to 0), R BKIC /C u is more than 1 − 1/T .
For an intuitive comparison, we plot the achievable rates R t , R BKIC and the upper bound C u in Figs. 3 and 4 , where the signal power P x is set to equal the interference power P z and the noise variance σ is set to 1. In Fig. 3 , P x changes from 1 dB to 30 dB and the block length T is fixed to 100. In this figure, we can see that the rate of BKIC almost approaches to the upper bound C u , while the rate of the traditional scheme R t is strictly suboptimal after 10 dB. In the low SNR regime, R t and R BKIC are almost the same since they both approach (1 − 1/T )γ as γ goes to zero.
In Fig. 4 , P x is fixed to 20 dB and block length T varies from 10 to 1000. We can see that both R t and R BKIC approach to the upper bound in the large block length regime. However, for the small block length regime, R BKIC also approaches to the upper bound C u , while the rate of the traditional scheme is much worse and the straightforward upper bound in (12) is much loose. Note that short block length and small coherence time are common in mobile wireless networks. Therefore our BKIC scheme is more desirable in the mobile wireless networks in this sense.
In addition to the rate performance, the other performance such as complexity and latency are also of interest. The complexity of the BKIC scheme is slightly higher than the traditional scheme. For BKIC with BP recovery in [17] , the complexity mainly comes from the quantized real numbers. For BKIC with MIMO recovery, there are several choices of low complexity algorithms. In terms of the latency performance, BKIC and the traditional scheme have the same latency, which is T symbols.
V. DISCUSSION
This section discusses some further research issues of interest.
A. Achievable Rate for General Channels 1) Continuous Fading Channel: In general, the channel coefficient changes with time in a continuous way. For this type of continuous fading, Δ[k] in (5) is non-zero and its distribution can be modeled as Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ 2 Δ [23] . In this case, (8) can be rewritten as
Following (9) to (11) we have
In block fading channel, the achievable rate of BKIC is independent of the modulation of the interference signal. In (19) , the inverse of S 1 , determined by the modulation of the interference signal, will affect the distribution of the equivalent noise term S −1 1 Δ. When constant power modulation is used in the interference, the matrix S 1 is fixed after the pre-processing in (4) . Then the achievable rate can be easily calculated. For the general modulations, it is challenging to derive the achievable rate.
2) Multipath Channels: In general, the received signal could include multipath interference or multiple known interferences, say L interferences. One solution for this situation is to cancel the L interferences (or L pathes interference) by running BKIC scheme L times and cancel one (or one path) interference in each time [17] . Since there are L unknown channel coefficients for such multiple (path) interferences, we can expect that BKIC can achieve a rate of (1 − L/T ) log (1 + γ) .
3) MIMO Channels: MIMO technique is a key technique to increase the spectrum efficiency in current wireless systems. However, the multiple channels in MIMO brings new challenges in channel estimation, especially for the multiple known interference channel as in this paper. Extending the BKIC scheme to the MIMO channel will be of great interest.
B. Advanced BKIC Algorithms
For BKIC, the critical step is to recover the target signal x from the vector y as in (7) . With reference to (11) , the postprocessed signal y can be regarded as the output signal of a standard MIMO channel, and the MIMO detection schemes can be applied. Some schemes are discussed as follows.
A suboptimal BKIC-ZF detection scheme is discussed in Appendix B, which is equivalent to the traditional KIC scheme. If one symbol of x in (11) is pre-known by the receiver, it becomes a common (T − 1) × (T − 1) MIMO system and the simple MIMO ZF detection scheme can be used directly. A better performance can be obtained by using minimum mean square error (MMSE) detection rather than ZF detection. Other practical MIMO detection methods, such as BLAST (bell lab layer space time) MIMO detection, lattice reduction can also be applied.
C. Further Applications of BKIC
As discussed in the introduction, interference information can be learned by the receiver through direct or indirect means in many scenarios. In what follows we provide several relevant setups.
1) CRS Cancellation: In some practical systems, the interference data is known a priori by a set of receivers. In the latest LTE-A specifications, common reference signal cancellation (CRS cancellation) is a technique proposed to mitigate the common signal interference between the macrocell and the picocell, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The CRS data is designed by the system and known by each node. To cancel the known CRS interference, the traditional cancellation scheme requires accurate channel estimation. When the channel estimate is imperfect, the performance of the traditional cancellation scheme will be degraded, especially for fast fading channels [24] . Applying BKIC to cancel the CRS interference will allows us to avoid this problem.
2) Overheard Interference: Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, a transmitted signal can be overheard by all the nearby nodes. Therefore, the overheard information, although unintended, can become a known information. If the same information is transmitted again (being relayed or retransmitted due to earlier errors), and if the intended signal is superimposed with it, our BKIC scheme can be used to cancel out this known interference [25] , [26] . We illustrate this idea with the wireless butterfly network example in Fig. 5(b) , where nodes A (B) transmits information to A r (B r ), with R being a relay. In the first time slot, A and B broadcast their information x A and x B respectively. A r (B r ) then overhears and detects x B (x A ), while R receives a channel weighted superposition form signal as h A x A + h B x B , which will be amplified and broadcast to both A r and B r in the second phase. For the received signal in the second phase at A r , x B is the target signal and x A is the interference signal. Since x A has been overheard in the first phase, x A now becomes a known interference. At this point, BKIC scheme can be applied to cancel the interference.
3) Network Interference Cancellation: In some wireless networks, backhaul links between the stations can be used to share decoded information to cancel the interference [27] . We illustrate the idea with a simplified linear Wyner model shown in Fig. 6(a) , where the uplink transmissions in all the cells share the same channel resource (time or frequency). In this channel model, we only have interferences between adjacent cells. For BS1, the signal of UE1 can be decoded since there is no interference. Then, this decoded message can be sent to BS2 through the backhaul link. At BS2, the target signal from UE2 is interfered by the signal from UE1, which is a known interference after sharing message from BS1 to BS2. Therefore, BS2 can cancel this known interference and decode the target signal. The decoded message can be sent to BS3 and so on. 
4) Relative Interference Information:
Note that BKIC only requires the relative amplitude information between adjacent interference symbols, not the exact information of every interference symbol. Therefore, BKIC can also be used for the cases without knowing the exact interference information. Let us take spectrum spreading of Fig. 6(b) as an example. Suppose the received signal is interfered by an interference, which is generated by spreading unknown data z[k] with a known spreading sequence. Note that within any duration of z [k] , the amplitude relation between any two chips (the symbol of the spreading sequence) is the same. For example, the first chip plus the second chip is always zero. Therefore, we can apply BKIC scheme to cancel the interference at the chip level within each symbol z[k].
5) Upper Layer Application:
The other application of known interference cancellation can be found on the new media access control (MAC) or routing protocols, where interference can be known with some controls [13] , [28] , [29] . By using the proposed BKIC scheme, we may improve the performance of the new MAC or routing protocols [13] , [28] , [29] .
VI. CONCLUSION
This work considered a known-interference channel model that captures many scenarios of interest in practical settings. An upper bound and an inner bound are derived on the channel capacity, which are matched in the high SNR regime. The inner bound is achieved by the proposed blind-known interference cancellation (BKIC) scheme, a scheme that can remove the interference without the channel knowledge of the interference link.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
For the model expressed in (2) , the receiver observes the received signal r and the interference data z, and tries to detect the target information x, with unknown interference channel coefficients. We first derive the upper bound of the achievable rate with any given distribution of interference. After that we prove the worst case of interference and derive the corresponding upper bound.
Recall that W denotes the transmitted message, and r, z, and h denote the received signals, interference signals and the channel gains over N consecutive channel uses.
For notational convenience, we rewrite the channel model (2) in the form of a block model 6 with i as the block index 
= I(W ; r|z) (22) = h(r|z) − h(r|W, z) (23) where (22) follows from the independence between W and z. We proceed to bound the first term in RHS of (23):
where (24) follows from the basic chain rule, (25) uses the fact that conditioning reduces entropy. For each term in the summation in (25) , we have (28) is from the fact that Gaussian input is a entropy maximizer and the corresponding covariance of r i becomes P x Φ + P z z i z * i + σ 2 I for a given z i , (29) follows from the fact that equal power allocation is optimal provided that the input is independent of z, (30) follows from the Sylvester's determinant theorem that det(I m + AB) = det(I n + BA). Thus, combining (25) and (31) gives
We now consider the second term in the RHS of (23), and have h(r|W, z)
where (33) results from the basic chain rule, (34) uses the fact that x is a function of the message W , (35) follows from the fact that {r 1 , · · · , r i−1 , W, x, z} → z i → √ P z h i z i + n i forms a Markov chain, (36) stems from the fact that, given z i , √ P z h i z i + n i is a Gaussian vector with covariance being P z z i z * i + σ 2 I. Finally, combining (23), (32) and (38) gives
(39) This is the upper bound with the best Gaussian distributed signal x and any distribution of the interference.
The above upper bound holds for any distribution of interference, and we now consider the worst case of the interference distribution f z for the upper bound in (39). In this upper bound, only the second term 1
where (42) follows the Jason inequality and the equality holds when z i 2 = z j 2 for any i, j that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N/T , and (43) holds when N is large enough such that the distribution of z in one packet is ergodic as z 2 = N E|z[k]| 2 = N . Substitute (44) into (39). Then, we obtain the final upper bound as
where the signal has Gaussian distribution and the interference has constant power for each block.
APPENDIX B LINK BETWEEN BKIC-ZF AND TRADITIONAL KI CANCELLATION
Traditionally, known interference is cancelled as follows. With reference to (4) and the constant power modulation model therein, the interference channel coefficient is first estimated bŷ
Then, the interference can be subtracted from the received signal as:
For BKIC in (7), an intuitive recovery scheme is to multiply the inverse matrix Q −1 to both sides of (7) . However, the matrix Q is not full rank and Q −1 does not exist. To make it invertible, we append an artificial row vector a T = [1 1 . . . 1]/T to Q. Then, we obtain a new matrix denoted as Q 1 = Q a T . According to (7) and the definition of Q 1 , we can obtain
where v is a column vector whose transpose is
. Therefore, the artificial vector a T is equivalentl to an averaging process over the received block. When the block length T is large, the only non-zero element in v is random variable with zero mean and small variance. Now, we can rewrite (47) into a standard MIMO form as
with zero forcing MIMO detection scheme, we can obtain the estimate of the target signal as
where the inverse of Q 1 exists and it is
and the post detection noise is −Q −1 1 v and its transpose is
. We refer this scheme as BKIC-ZF.
By comparing the formulation of the residual interference with the traditional KIC in (46) and that in BKIC-ZF (48), we can obtain the following conclusion: The traditional KIC with Least Square channel estimator is exactly equivalent to the BKIC-ZF [17] .
APPENDIX C ACHIEVABLE RATE OF TRADITIONAL KIC
We first review the traditional interference cancellation scheme and then calculate the achievable rate by assuming arbitrary distribution of the interference z [k] . With reference to (1), the interference channel coefficient is first estimated bŷ
where the superscript * denotes the conjugate operation for a scalar variable. Then, the interference part can be subtracted from each received symbol as follows: 
We can rewrite the above signal as
where the first term is the target signal and the last two terms are regarded as noise. Then, the SINR of the k-th signal is
Assuming Gaussian distribution for x[k], the mutual information of this symbol is given by
is the normalized total power of the interference within one block.
We now obtain the smallest total mutual information related to the worst distribution of z[k] in the same manner as in Appendix A.
I[k] + I[j]
= log (P x + σ 2 )
Then, with the total interference power constraint, the total mutual information is minimized when each interfering symbol has the same power, i.e., |z[k]| = 1 for all k. Finally, the achievable rate with traditional known interference cancellation scheme is
APPENDIX D ACHIEVABLE RATE WITH ORTHOGONAL TRAINING SEQUENCE
In the traditional known interference cancellation scheme, the performance is degraded due to the limited channel estimation accuracy. To improve the channel estimation accuracy, orthogonal training sequence is often used. Without loss of generality, we assume time orthogonality. Specifically, the transmitter is assumed to know the duration of the interference and set x[T ] = 0 so as to not affect the T -th interfering symbol in each block, without loss of generality. At the receiver, the interference channel of each block is first estimated with the T -th symbol asĥ
Then, this estimated channel coefficient is used to cancel the interference of the other symbols in the same block as in (C).
Since there are only T − 1 information bearing symbols in one block, the achievable rate of this scheme is R = (1 − 1/T ) log 1 + P x σ 2 + δ where δ is a small value depending on the channel estimation error n[T ] √ P z z [T ] . Compare to (16), we can find that our BKIC scheme can achieve a strictly better performance than this orthogonal training scheme with coordination.
